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ABSTRACT

Scaling relationships for modeling the in situ vitrification waste remediation process are

documented based upon similarity considerations derived from fundamental principles. Requirements
i,

for maintaining temperature and electric potential field similarity between the model and the prototype

are determined as well as requirements for maintaining similarity in off-gas generation rates. A scaling

rationale for designing reduced-scale experiments is presented and the results are assessed numerically.
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NOMENCLATURE

Description_ of Symbol
,.

a electrical conductivity

V voltage

j current density

fl domain descriptor

r boundary descriptor

f proportionality constant

L characteristic length

T material temperature

Cm mixture volumetric heat capacity

c charge

k mixture thermal conductivity

qltl volumetric joule heat

U liquid velocity

h heat transfer coefficient

0 temperature difference

H latent heat of fusion

sI melt front velocity

p gas density

t time

e soil porosity

soil permeability

p gas pressure

p gas viscosity

k mixture thermal conductivity

Q volumetric gas producti.,n rate

Vo superficial velocity

gas compressibility

7 coefficient of thermal expansion

g gravitational constant

Q volumetric off-gas release rate

P power
iii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The in situ vitrification (ISV) process is being proposed as a means of remediating hazardous

wastes buried at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). 1'2- Prior to implementation,
¥

however, the program has been directed to assess the safety of the process and to determine the

suitability of the process to the local conditions existing at the INEL. In response, the ISV program

has proposed a strategy to address the issues of safety and suitability that includes an integral package

composed of analytical analyses and experimental tests to simulate the general ISV process.

The analysis package which has been proposed, and is currently under development, simulates

the ISV process with a set of mathematical equations derived from fundamental physical and chemical

principles. The testing program currently being considered will simulate the ISV process with scaled

experiments. The two projects will be integrally related, the analysis package playing a key role in

planning upcoming experiments and interpreting data while the testing program provides data for

assessing the accuracy and completeness of the analytical results. The success of this strategy, however,

is conditional upon the acquisition of relevant data whether analytically or experimentally.

Consequently, implicit within the I._V program objectives is the requirement to develop a rationale for

scaling between the prototype process and the scaled experiments. Stated otherwise, to assure the

applicability of the _aalytical and experimental da_a obtained, the model ISV process must maintain

dynamic simi!iarity with the prototype ISV process. Requirements for maintaining dynamic similarity

between the model and the prototype are the subject of this report.

Three important areas for scaling the ISV process are addressed and include: 1) the

temperature field, 2) tile potential field, and 3) the off-gas generation rates. Areas not addre,_sed here

include: 1) the flow and combustion of off-gases, 2) the melt natural circulation, and 3) the soil/waste

characterization. Section 2 of this report presents the similarity considerations derived from first

priaciples. Section 3 presents the scaling rationale developed from _he similarity considerations of

Section 2. Section 4 presents a numerical assessment of the scaling rationale using a finite element

numerical model of the ISV process 3 Section 5 presents conclusions reached from this investigation and

Section 6 lists the cited references.
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2.0SIMILARITY REQUIREMENTS

The conceptof similarityisderivedfrom geometry:two bodiesare consideredsimilarwhen

theircorrespondinglineardimensionsare inconstantratioto one another. The conceptof dynamic

similaritydemands in additionthat allthe other physicalquantitiesinvolvedin a given pair of

systems,suchas forces,time intervals,velocities,and temperatures,arerespectivelyproportionaltoone

another. In this section,the requirementsfor maintainingdynamic similarityin scaledISV

experimentsaredocumented. These requirementsarebased upon the fundamentalphysicsgoverning

therespectivepotentialand temperaturefieldsand theoff-gasgenerationrates.

A two-dimensional cross-sectional view of an idealized ISV configuration is shown in Figure

2.1. The problem domain is partitioned into four regions; the electrodes _e, the liquid melt _l' the

surrounding solid soil _s, and the atmosphere _a. Boundaries are indicated by rij , where i and j

denote adjacent zones. The moving boundaries are rls and ria. Outward unit normal vectors for the

liquid melt and electrodes are n I and ne, respectively.

2.1 Potential Field

The potential field is governed by the charge conservation equation 4 given here in vector form

V._rVV=0 in f_e U f_lU f_s (2.1)

and the boundary conditions

V=V on rss (2.2)

-vVV.n=jn on rea (2.3)

-aVV.n=0 on rsaU ria (2.4)

where V is voltage and a is electrical conductivity which is represented as a scaler function of T, the

temperature. In boundary condition (2.2) the voltage is specified at points along boundary rss. In

boundary conditions (2.3) and (2.4) the normal outward component of the current density, ], is

specified along boundaries rea, Fsa and rla , where j is defined as:

2
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j= -_vv. (2.,_)

The governing equation, (2.1), expanded in cartesian coordinates is

0 _o" OVI_+ O / o. OV1 0 OV1
_11'_-_' _' _°-i-_)+_11(_1)=° (2.6)

where subscript 1 indicates the prototype with a similar equation for the model (subscript 2).

similarly, the boundary conditions are:

VI--_}1 (2.7)

OV 1

- _n--{=j_, (2.8/
0V 1

-%-a-_1=0, (2.9)

It is now assumed that the two systems are physically similar, i.e., corresponding quantities in

1 and 2 are in constant ratio to each other. (The conditions necessary to render this assumption valid

are the derived dimensionless groups presented later.) Therefore,, for all lengths, including coordinates

x,y,z of a point, the appropriate proportionality factor is defined by:

fl =_' (2.10)

The remaining factors are:

V 2
(voltage) _ fv---- (2.11)

--V 1,

a2 (2.12)(electrical conductivity) _ ftr ==tr--_,

and

92
(current density)--, fJ--_ll' (2.13)

Substituting (2.!0)-(2.13)into governing equation (2.6) and boundary conditions (2.7)-(2.9),

for system 2, results in



fafv [- 0 0V1 0 0Vl 0V )1
_O__ v'1 =0 (2.14)

and VLN(°'I_)4"_('I_)+ Ozl(°'lOzl

. faVl-f_'_ 1 (2.15)

ftrfv_ ,0Vl, ..
: li,N )--,jJnl (2.16)

ftrfv_ t0Vlx_

: Olt_l 1--0. (2.17)

Note thatthegoverningequationplacesno requirementon theproportionalityfactorssincefcrfv/fl2can

be divided out and is, therefore, arbitrary [similarly with the insulated boundary condition (2.17)].

Regarding boundary condition (2.16), system 2 is identical to system 1 if

f_fv =fj, (2 18)
or equivalently, -_l '

J2L2 _JlL1

2--% i. (2.19/

Therefore, similarity considerations regarding the potential field require that

jL
_-V= constant. (2.20)

The Iollowing section presents the similarity requirements resulting from the energy equation.

2.2 Temperature Field

The temperature field is governed by the energy equation given below in vector form as

Cm(U.VT)-V.kVT+q'" in 12eUl21Ul2 s. (2.21)

with the boundary conditions

T=To on Fss (2.22)

-kVT.n=hn 0 on rsaU Flail rea (2.23)

klVT.n-ksVT.n=psH stm on rls (2.24)
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T=T m on Fls (2.25)

where T is the temperature_ T m is the melt temperature, Cm is the mixture volumetric heat capacity,

k is the mixture thermal conductivity, qlrr-j2/u=crl_TVI 2 is the joule heat source, U--[u,v,w] is the

liquid melt velocity (equal to zero in 12s), hn is the heat transfer coefficient from soil to air (0-- T-Ta), J

H is the latent heat of fusion, and s t is the velocity of the moving boundary, Fls.

Remark I: Although the steady-state energy equation is used [equation (2.21)], dimensionless groups

arising from the transient terms are accounted for in the melt front velocity boundary condition.

Following the same procedure as before, the respective proportionality factors are:

(velocity)--, fu -u2 (2.26)
u 1 '

P2 (2.27)(density)---, fp= p.-_,

k2
(thermal conductivity) _ fk =- (2.28)

k 1'

_C2

(specific heat)_ fc - _11' (2.29)

fT - _' (2.3C)
(temperature) ---4,

_H2

(heat of fusion)--, fH--_--_l , (2.31)
and

A

(melt front velocity)_ fs=_. (2.32)
s 1

Substituting (2.26)-(2.32) into governing equation (2.21), for the model, results irl

fu fT OT 1 OT 1 0T 1

=

'C'l_ee21fkfTVt.. •O-x'_1'_"1_'I)cO,u cOT1 + b__.,(klcoTI:x_1 )+ b"_l(k I "b'_l )J+cO cOT1 "7

fcfl,_ L. -



i,
u

Boundary conditions (2.22)-(2.25) reduce to

' f,f_ cgT,

z "k I L)-fhfTh101'
_l" l'O_nl'-- (2.34)

and

f"fT 0T1)t [fkfTk 0T1-]N l-k--_l 1 =fn_fpH (2.aa)1 1 -_s

The above results yield the following requirements:

fufT fkfT f'fv----_2 (2.36)

fkfT =fhfT , (2.37)q
and

fkfT

-_l -- fHfsfP' (2.38)

Therefore,

ClUlL. . l_C2u2L2 (2.39)
k1 k2 '

klT 1 k2T 2

_12 =cr2V22 , (2.40)

ClUlT1L1 C2u2T2L2 (2.41)

hlL 1 h2L 2

-_1 =---_2 , (2.42)

and

. klT1 k2T 2"-- •

PlL1HlS_ P2L2H2s_ (2.43)



Note that (2.41) is simply a combination of (2.39) and (2.40). Similarity considerations regarding the

temperature fields, thcrefere, require the following:

-C:-_-L-(Reynoldsnumber Prandtl number=Peclet (2.44)number) =constant,X

4

-_(Nusselt number)--constant, (2.45)

kT =constar t, (2.46)
rrV_-

and

kT ,-- constant. (2.47)
pLIts'

i

Recall that the temperature fiel,l and the potential field are coupled through the generation

term, alV'¢l 2, and the dependence of cr on T. So considering these two field ve.riables together (i.e., T

and V), a different approach from that above can be taken as s ,ws. From equations (2.1)-(2.47),

there results I0 variables commcn to each system, namely L, k, p, u, T: ct, V, h, j and s t. The units of

each are

I,=m,

, k=J/s m E,

p=kg/m 3,

t,= mis,

T=K,

tr=c2/m2s N,

V=Nm/c,

h=J/s m2K,

j=c/s m2,

and

S?.-=In/s,

or 5 basic units (i.e., mass or force, length, time, temperature or el, ergy, and ch,zge). From the

Buckinghar.: Pi theorem 5 these 10 variables can be replaced by 5 independent dimensionless groups,

naiaely (2.20) of the previous section and (2.44)-(2.47) above.

The following section presents the similarity requirements regarding the off-gas release rates.

8



. 2.3 Off-Gas Generation

For flow through a porous medium the equations of continuity and motion may be replaced

by6,7.

e--_OP= -(V.pVo) +Q in as (2.48)
and

Vo = -_(Vp-pg), in f_s (2.49)

where ¢ is the soil porosity, _ is the soil permeability, p is the gas pressure, p is the gas viscosity, p is

the gas density, Q is the mass production rate of gas per unit volume, and Vo is the superficial velocity

(volume rate of flow through a unit cross-sectional area of porous medium).

Combining the above two equations, neglecting gravity, and assuming an ideal gas results in

0p 0T
-- V.-P_Vp + Q in _s (2.50)p e (_-_ - 7-_-)

where ,_=i/p is the gas compressibility and 7=l/T is the coefficient of thermal expansion. The

boundary and initial conditions are

p--15=0 on FssU Fsa (2.51)

_'o---_(_7 p--pg).n on rls (2.52)

and

p=po(initial) =0 in f_s. (2.53)

Remark 2: Boundary condition (2.50) represents the inflow of gas _'o across melt boundary Fls into the

liquid melt. Note that (2.50) is simply (2.47) defined along and normal to ['ls'

0

9



Proceeding as before

_tfc aPI aT1

(Pl e 1)(fflfp31"_l-fTfTTl'_l) -----

_- Op
fpf_fp _' _ o,_, Op 1 co',Pl Ix 1

P _ coPl (2.54)
co(1 1) ] in_s,

with
ss u Fsa,

fppl =fp[_ 1_ 0 on I" (2.55)

and

fppl=fppol=O in fls. (2.56)

Equations (2.54)-(2.56) yield the following result

fefpf3fp fefpfTfT fpf_fp (2.57)

?t =- ft -- = f'_ = fQ'

Therefore,
3lp 1 32P2 (2.58)

_itl .... _2t2 '

(I ITI"IL2  2 2T2"2L
r,ltlpI K,2t2P2

(IPl3IPI= (2_P2P2 (2.61)
. --"_lt 1 Q2t2

elP.171TI e2P272T'2 (2.62)
----_ltl- Q2t2 ,

and

1_1Pl =p2_2P2_. (2.63)
PlL21ql _2_Q 2 '

I0



The first r.=lationship, (2.58) is trivial since for an ideal gas /_=l/p and 7=l/T. Closer

• examination further indicates that (2.59) is a rest_!_ement of (2.60). similarly (2.61) is a restatement of

(2.62) and a combination of (2.62) and (2.63) results in (2.59). Therefore, similarity requirements

* relating to off-gas generation rates resui_ in two independent dimensionless groups which must remain

constant between the model and prototype. These groups are

eflpL 2
_:t --constant, (2.64)

and

epTT
Qt =constant. (2.65)

Before proceeding, it should be noted that the first dimensionless group above is actually a

combinat;on of two groups obtained from analyzing the modified continuity and motion equation

separately. In doing so the following two groups result:

_L
Vo---_ =constant (2.66)

and

VopL
•,-g-p---p= constant. (2.67)

Using an approach similar to that discussed for the potential and temperature fields, it can be

shown that, for off-gas release, 5 variables are common between the model and prototype with a total

of 3 basic units [or 6 variables if equation (2.64) is replaced with equations (2.66) and (2.67)]. From

the Buckingham Pi theorem, therefore, the problem reduces from 5 variables to 2 independent

dimensionless groups, namely (2.64) and (2.65) abo,, " [(or in the alternate case the problem reduces

from 6 variables to 3 independent dimensionless groups, namely (2.65)-(2.67)].

The following section develops a scaling rationale from the similarity relationships discussed

above and presents some observations regarding the various dimensionless groups.
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3.0 SCALING RATIONALE

This section develops a rationale for scaling between the prototype ISV process and scaled

experiments. The rationale is based upon the similarity requirements developed in the previous section

and summarized below

J-_--constant, (3.1)

pCuL . .
•_ -- cons_an _, (3.2)

-h_= constant, (3.3)

k Tq --constant, (3.4)
_.'V _

kT --constant, (3.5)
pLHs j

eflpL 2
t:t =constant, (3.6)

and

epTT
--_ --constant. (3.7)

As noted previously, (3.6) can be replaced with

eL
Voot'c°nstant (3.8)

and

YopL
--constant, (3.9)

by including the superficial velocity, Vo.

A scaling rationale can now be developed from these dimensionless groups. First (3.1) and

(3.3)-(3.5) are rearranged as follows:

J2 tr2L1V2

jl-alL2V1, (3.10)

1,

12



L2_hlk 2

L1 -- h-"_ ' (3.11)

V 2 lalk2T2

vi (a.12)

and

s___PlL1H 1 k2T 2

Several preliminary observations can be made from (3.10)-(3.13) above. First, looking at the

power requirements, P, where P is defined as

p __qtt t(volume)-----_L3. (3.14)

Multiplying and dividing both sides of (3.10) by jL3/_r for system 2 and 1, respectively, results in

P2_J2L_V2

P1 JlL_V1

Substituting (3.10) in for J2/Jl
P2__r2V2L2

_11-- _1V21L1

and combining with (3.12) results in

P_.22k2T2L2 (3.15)
PI=klTIL1"

Now, if it is assumed that kT is the same in the model and prototype (which will shortly be

shown to hold if the material in the model and prototype are the same and physical similarity i._

maintained), then the powers have to be in linear ratio to some characteristic length of each system,

such as the electrode separation. If it is further assumed that the material density and latent heat of

fusion are the s_rne in eac:. system then from (3.13)

s__L 1

• s'_--_2. (3.16)

J

13



Equation (3.16) indicates that similarity precludes equal melt front velocities. This conclusion

can be reached alternatively by first assuming equal melt front velocities in each system, then from

(3.13) and (3.15)

P2'P2L'_H2 ,

and again assuming equal material properties, then

P2 L2_ 2

L1

a result which is inconsistent with (3.15) and the assumption of the equal material properties.

Consequently, to maintain similarity between tbo. mndel and the prototype requires that _he melt front

velocity be higher and the time scale be reduced in the model.

In (3.10)-(3.13), there are S unknowns (assuming all of the prototype variables are fixed) but

only 4 equations thus indicating no unique scaling rationale exists. However, if it is assumed that tile

material temperature at each corresponding location in the model and prototype is the same, then a

unique scaling rationale results as follows.

If the material temperature in the model and prototype is the same at corresponding locations

then the material properties must also be equal at these points since the properties are functions cf

temperature. Therefore, from (3.10)-(3.13),

L22_hl

L 1 -h 2'

V2_

V1-1,

J2_L1

Jl--L2' '_

and

s_ L I

s_ --L 2'

l

14



So, for example, if it is desired to model at a physical scale of _ then

h2=2h 1,

V2=V 1,

]2=2Ji,

and the melt front velocity would be 2 times the melt front velocity of the prototype, thai is

Next, (3.6) and (3.7) are rearranged as

2/_2L_ = tc2P2t2 (3.17)
el/_lL2 I¢lPltl'

and

Q2 _2P2tl

Ql-elPlt2, (3.18)

where, from (3.16),

tl =LlS_ L2_ I (3.19)

t2 L-_I--_-'2'L2

From (3.17)-(3.19) and the constraint of identical materials

p2-'Pl

and
L2Q2_ 1

Again if a physical scale of _ is selected, then the following results:

Q2=4Q1 ,

15



and from (3.8)
L2 t 1

Vo2= Vol(_ _) = 2Vo1.

Finally, the ratio of the volume rate of off-gas release, Q, for this example can be calculated as

0 2 Vo2(area)2 Vo2L 2 _.

The following section presents a numerical assessment of the scaling relationships discusaed

above.

16



4.0 NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT

• This section presents results from a numerical assessment of the scaling rationale discussed in

the preceding section. The numerical model is the same as that used in tile investigation documented

• in reference 3. The numerical approach is an application of the finite element method to a method of

weighted residuals statement of the governing equat,'_ns and boundary conditions.

Figure 3.1 shows the finite element discretization used to perform the calculations. The

electrode placement is indicated by shading. Four calculations were performed. First, a base case

calculation was performed to simu]_tc the prototype ISV process. Second, a one-half scaled model

calculation was conducted under the constraints of maintaining similarity which included increasing the

surface heat transfer coefficient by a factor of 2. Third, a calculation was performed to assess the

distortion resulting from scaling powers quadratically to maintain the same melt front velocities in the

mod 1 and the prototype. Finally, since manipulation of the surface heat transfer coefficient would be

difficult during the management an experiment, a fourth calculation was conducted to assess the

importance of this similarity requirement.

It should be noted that steady-state numerical calculations were performed. Assessment of the

scaling effects during a transient is beyond the scope of this investigation. Nevertheless, the steady-

state model affords a means of addressing the fundamental scaling principles derived in the preceding

section.

For convenience, the proposed scaling rationale is assessed in terms of the calculated

temperature fields and the calculated joule heat distributions. The results presented are for points

lying on a line parallel to the y axis and at selected values of x and z (elevation). The results are

presented in terms of the proportionality factors (f's) defined for each variable in section 2 and writt_

generally as

f_ _model
-- _prototype'

where _ is the variable of interest (i.e., temperature, joule heat, etc).

17
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Figure 3,1 Finite element model of the ISV process; a) top view, b) isometric view.
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 compare the calculated temperature fields (in terms of fT) for the cases of

quadratic and linear power scaling. The rest_lts shown are for two elevations and for two relative

• values of x (see Figure 3.1). For ar_ ideal mc,del, the value of fT would be unity. As indicated, the

temperature field for the case of quadratic power scaling is significantly distorted both on the lateral

, plane and in the axial direction. On the other hand, the calculated temperature field for the linear

power scaling case approaches that of the ideal field with slight descrepancies indicated in Figure 3.3

near the domain boundaryi the inherent result of numerical approximation.

Figure 3.4 compares the calculated joule heat fields (ftlp) for the two power scaling cases. For

linear power scaling, f trr is essentially constant at a value near the ideal value of 4. Again the
q

quadratic scaling case produces a distorted source field, however, the distortion appears _o be relatively

constant except at the boundaries where the source field approaches zero. The ratio of the joule heat

between the linear and quadratic scaling cases is approximately 2 which is the expected value based

upon the scaling relationships developed in the previous section. The relatively low heat source terms

which occur in the case of quadratic power scaling would produce a melt front velocity equal to that of

the prototype (based upon scaling relationships), however, they would also produce a temperature field

significantly distorted and lower in magnitude than that of the prototype (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Since

these distortions vary as the ratio of the model-to-prototype length scales squ_red, they would become

significantly more pronounced as the model scale is reduced.

Figure 3.5 compares the temperature field for the case when the heat transfer coefficient is

ideally maintained at a value twice that of the prote'w)e with the case when the heat transfer

coefficient is essentially equal to that of the prototype. These results were obtained assuming a

uniform sol! medium with the soil material properties obtained from reference 8. The analysis further

assumed that convective effects are negligible and the heat loss at the surface is radiation dominated 9

The comparison shown in Figure 3.5 indicates that the largest difference in fT occurs near the

boundary of the domain and the distortion in the case of the latter calculation is less than r _. Based

upon steady-state calculations and a model scale of one-half, _t appears that tile heat transfer

coefficient similarity constraint may be relaxed without introducing a significant distortion in the

model. This similarity constraint, however, may be less flexible as the scale is reduced.

The following section presents conclusions reached from this invest_,gation.

19
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Figure 3.2 Temperature alt, x/xmax=0.33 and z/zmax=0.30 (linear and quadratic power scaling).
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Figure 3.3 Temperature at x/xmax=0.40 and z/zmax=0.70 (linear and quadratic power scaling).
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power=linear + power=quadratic

Figure 3.4 Joule heat at x/xmax=0.33 and z/zmax=0.30 (linear and quadratic power scaling).
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L Figure 3.5 Temperature at x/xmax=0.33 and z/zmax=0.30 (distortedheat transfercoefficient).
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Consideration of temperature and potential field phenomena and off-gas generation rates

results in seven dimensionless parameters which must remain constant between model and prototype to _A

produce dynamic similarity between ISV processes. These dimensionless groups dictate a scaling

rationale from which it is concluded that the appropriate power scaling approach is to scale power by

the ratio of characteristic lengths between the model and the prototype. Ideally, the surface heat

transfer coefficient should be inversely proportional to this length ratio, however, steady-state

calculations indicate that this scaling requirement may be relaxed without introducing significant

scaling distortions in the model.

It should be noted that the conclusions reached above regarding power scaling and heat

transfer coefficient requirements are based, in part, upon steady-state calculations, lt is recommended

that., as an extension to this investigation, calculations be performed to investigate transient scaling

effects on the model ISV process.
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